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Introduction
We are cautioned constantly about various harmful diseases. However, the deadliest
disease tends to be overlooked. Heart disease takes the lives of more than half a million people in
the United States every year, yet there is a lack of discussion to address the epidemic at hand
(Hill).
range of complications. While 80% of cardiovascular disease is avoidable, not every individual
has the means of achieving a lifestyle necessary in averting the conditions and their symptoms.
For this creative art project, I want to encourage education and dialogue on heart disease and its
corresponding preventative inequalities through traditional art media (drawing and painting) as
well as an art installation displayed in a gallery setting.

Origin of Project
The Heart of the Problem has been influenced by many experiences and information I
have learned throughout my high school and undergraduate education. Late in my high school
career, I developed an affinity for anatomy, medicine, and the healthcare system. Merging those
interests with an already established passion for art, I entered Butler as an Art+Design major on a
pre-medicine track. Lots of questions were raised about this combination. The most common one
response has always been,
know when I figure it out

espite some uncertainty, I have never regretted my decision to

pursue art and science. Being in the arts has allowed me to see the world from a different
perspective. I have received an extensive education on various cultures through art history and
learned about movements, eras, and topics that can all be related back to what medicine is really
all about people. In my four years, I also had the opportunity to create and focus my art on
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topics in healthcare that I have either learned at Butler or have come to be very passionate about.
Prior to the COVID-19

anization, Butler

Alternative Breaks, and was introduced to social justice issues

especially ones surrounding

socioeconomic status (SES). Growing up in a community with significantly lower SESs than
much of the Butler community inspired me to have more conversations about disadvantaged
groups and how SES effects different elements of their lives. Having these thoughts, ideas, and
experiences, I spent a lot of time searching for an opportunity to combine them all into one
tangible project.
The origin of the physical works
created were inspired by my studying for
the Medical College Admissions Test
during winter break Junior year. I
developed an idea for a sculpture based on
circulatory system diagrams found in my
prep books (Figure 1). When I returned in
the Spring, I presented the idea to my
advisor, Steve Nyktas, and we began to
develop the idea into a thesis driven
endeavor. Over the Spring semester, I
enrolled in an independent study where I
performed literature review concerning

Figure 1: Diagram of Circulatory System Installation

heart disease and its biological, social, and economic effects and imbalances. This was the
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beginning of the endeavor which would help me connect all of my passions for art, science, heart
disease awareness, and social justice for individuals of lower SES statuses.
From there,

(a nine-week

summer program that allows students to work on self-developed projects). In that time, I was
able to progress my idea, work on my concept, and kickstart what I have been working toward
all of my undergraduate career.
Based on the information I acquired in the Spring, there were a multitude of topics and
specific areas of discussion I could have chosen to convey in my work. For example, I
considered addressing heart disease from the lens of Indianapolis
focus on diets, access to fast or healthy foods, and which demographic qualities were indicative
of more food deserts. I could have also focused on physical activity and addressing the questions:
Are people able to afford gym memberships? Do people live close to a facility they could use? If
not, do they have transportation? Do they live in an area where they feel comfortable and safe
exercising outside? There are so many little factors that add up and suggest the prevention of
heart disease to be a difficult task.
Even with much

focus being on the covid-19 pandemic, I was in

disbelief that a consistently detrimental disease continues to be put on the back burner. I also
thought it was ridiculous that one of the most preventable diseases was the leading cause of death
across men and women of most ethnicities in the US. During my research on preventative
measures, I came across a government website, MedlinePlus.gov, that provided methods on how
to reduce

risk for heart disease. Angered by this list, I was put off by its format and how

no
your cholesterol and triglyceride levels under control, stay at a healthy weight, eat a healthy diet,
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stress, manage diabetes, make sure that
you get enough sleep (MedlinePlus). To me, so many of items required a certain degree of
privilege to accomplish
became a driving source of education in my project and an area that I wanted to bring to light
that heart disease is potentially not as preventable for some.
Development of Project

Figure 2: Graphite Compositions of Atherosclerosis Series (In order from left to right, top to bottom)
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Butler Summer Institute was an
incredible opportunity to gain a strong foothold
on the development my project by allowing me
the time to create different models conveying
different concepts. Starting in May, 2021, I
began creating a prototype of the sculpture with
which I had originally started my endeavor. As
things do not always go to plan, I struggled for a
few weeks trying to not give up on my original
idea. The model was not what I had envisioned,
and I felt as though it lacked meaning and a
greater purpose. From the first two weeks and
my unsuccessful model, I realized failure is

Figure 3: Sample Circulatory System Installation
Model

necessary in order to learn from and improve
project. Without the early reassessment, I would not have advanced my concept (which
was key in the development of each piece of art).
Feeling discouraged, I took a break from the installation model and tried to think more
critically about the concept, what I wanted to convey, and how I could display something
impactful and thought-provoking. During this hiatus, I allocated my energy to other areas of the
project. As mentioned before, I worked with Professor Nyktas on an independent study to craft
the ideas surrounding this thesis. By the end of the semester, ten graphite compositions of
arteries were created in a documentation journal (Figure 2) The purpose of these drawings were
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to serve as an educative component to the work I was making. Out of these ten compositions, I
chose four that I recreated as a painted series in my gallery show.
Finally getting the courage to revisit my installation, I was enthusiastic about the new
model that had more potential for meaningful dialogue. The concept came from an interview I
had with Cardiologist, Dr. Nancy Branyas. She was noticeably a passionate and thoughtful
person and I found out through our conversation that
clinic in Carmel. I asked her what she thought would help the problem at hand and she said that

Figure 4: (Left) Paper Model of Hanging Installation, (Right) Digital Drawing of Hanging
Installation
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heart disease education is the most important/needed aspect in society right now. One thing she
mentioned that stuck with me was her method of treating the disease. She talked about seeing the
organ itself in surgery and only focusing on that. Later, she found herself in clinic with that same
patient realizing how important it was to look at the individual as a whole. So many people come
in with 3-4 risk factors and its vital to understand all the components that might influence the
. That is what I knew I wanted to convey in my installation.
In the perceptual piece, one
disease depending on your vantage point of the figure. From the side, it may seem jumbled and
unrelated. However, it is not until one takes a step back, looking at the piece head on, that one
can see the whole individual made up of all of the possible underlying struggles. To visualize
this idea, I drew up each individual piece using my iPad and arranged them to look like the
silhouette of an androgynous person (Figure 4). I wanted the installation to be the average human
After creating the correct size and shape of
person, I measured and arranged the individual pieces again to fit the life-sized replication. One
aspect of this process that I did not anticipate was how closely related the method steps were to
science. Trial and error were large components of artistic development and it felt very similar to
chemistry labs where I had to test different techniques and solutions. The same applies for the
testing of medium and materials. During the production phase, I was able to learn how to use the
Cricut cutting machine which helped me cut out the intricate pieces I created digitally. As for
color selection, various color palettes for the paintings and the corresponding installation pieces.
Ultimately, I wanted my gallery to be hue cohesive. To accomplish this, I correlated the colors of
the installation pieces with the four backgrounds of my painting series. The pinks and purples I
chose felt very visceral to me and I believed they leaned far enough away from traditional
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science textbook colors (which was something I struggled with for a while). I am a very scienceoriented person and one of my larger challenges was not being too technical and leaving room
for interpretation. A critique I received early on was that the gallery needed to read less like a
science fair and more like an art show. Another element I incorporated into the installation is the
idea that heart disease can and does affect everyone. I wanted to show that it is a disease that
does not discriminate. On the reverse side of the installation pieces, I individually mixed a
different color skin tone for each piece to convey this concept.
After completing the production of each piece, I was finally able to bring my idea to life.
Prior to setting it up, I had only ever seen it in 2D. This was the most complicated portion of the
creative process because it required the coordination of multiple elements. I first had to consider
the space and what affordances it allowed. Creating a sturdy and reliable system to hang the
pieces from was very challenging. Once the hanging system was designed, the pieces needed to
be hung in a manner to create a figure from one vantage point. This, again, required a great deal
of trial and error. It was a grueling process and each layer took me about an hour and a half to
measure and hang the first time it was installed. In total, there are twelve layers each containing a
range of two to four pieces.

Showings and Galleries
The Installation:
My installation

is

nfluence: T

. The statement I wrote

contribute to heart disease. I wanted to showcase the both the controllable and uncontrollable
factors that serve as risks towards its development. Additionally, I wanted to highlight the
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importance of distinguishing situation from disposition and looking at all the elements an
individual may be struggling with
The Painting Series:
I labeled the series as

These paintings represent the process of

atherosclerosis (the hardening/narrowing of arteries due to a buildup of plaque deposits). This
disease is a prominent indicator of cardiovascular issues and heavily contributes to the classic
symptoms (Steptoe). Here, I wanted to explore how the disease physically looks inside of the
body as the educational portion of the gallery. In addition to that, I wanted the underlying
message to show how it is reflected on the outside via an

. The

first in the series is the circular artery. It contains no plaque and has a great deal of flexibility.
Ideally, it can move however it wants which is also true for the individual. Gradually we start to
see more and more plaque deposits; consequently, decreasing the flexibility. In some places, the
artery has become straighter and rigid signifying less freedoms for the artery and individual.
Finally, there is the completely directional form of the artery. It is on one determined path with
little freedoms internally or externally.
At the completion of Butler Summer Institute, I displayed the installation and two
completed paintings from the series. The work was shown at the Jordan College Annex for the
remainder of the summer. As the goal of this project, I wanted to raise awareness about heart
disease as well as the preventative inequalities. To reach as many people as possible, I was able
to have a solo show at the StorageSpace Art Gallery. This opportunity was incredibly beneficial
for the purpose of the project and for me as a young/novice artist. Getting a small taste of the
professional art community through this show helped me feel like a professional artist for the
first time. I coordinated with the gallery director, learned how to hang and display my work, and
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practiced communicating my ideas to people who visited the opening/closing shows. For the
closing show, gave an artist talk discussing my background, the origin of the project, and how it
all came together. This, too, was a great experience in professionalism and communication. In its
final showing, The Heart of the Problem was displayed again at the Jordan College Annex
during American Heart Month (February).

Reception of Work
During the production stage, and even well before I had a well devised plan for this
project, I was receiving positive feedback and helpful critique. It was important to me to hear the
opinions of my advisors, peers, and family as it helped me develop a creation that could be easily
interpreted by most people. Feedback was accepted at all stages of the project, from the digital
mock-ups to the final layering of pieces in the hanging installation. Butler Summer Institute was
a time where I had a good amount of diverse perspectives to comment on the work while it was
in production. I asked for opinions on individual piece shapes, colors, color coordination,
concept, and composition of both the installation and painting series.
As far as the audience for this project, it was a very mixed group of people with different
backgrounds. At Butler Summer Institute, students and academic/project advisors were the
primary audience. The show at StorageSpace was a great opportunity to get the larger
Indianapolis community involved in the project, ultimately expanding the discussion off of
fessional artists and even medical professionals
see my work.
I believe the project had a positive impact, mainly on the Butler community. The
surrounding community of StorageSpace Art Gallery who were in attendance also had
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encouraging responses to the show and its message. Overall, I think I accomplished my goal of
raising awareness about heart disease and its corresponding preventive privileges. I would
consider the project a success because it provided an opportunity to further the dialogue on this
topic.

Concluding Thoughts
I have learned much about heart disease over the course of this project and have been
blown away by the information I ha
development. With my personal connection to heart disease, it was rewarding to learn about
underlying influences that I would have never considered to play a role in its progression.
Another takeaway that I am particularly proud of is being able to better train myself to
distinguish situation from disposition. This ability was trained during my research and helped me
see

Something that confirmed and
that nearly every person I described this endeavor to had a

personal connection to heart disease. That only motivated me in this process because raising
awareness about heart disease and highlighting the deterrents that affect preventative measures is
so important.
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Appendix

Figure 5: Work in Progress of Hanging Installation

Figure 6: Work in Progress of Hanging Installation
Pieces
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Figure 7: Process of Trial Set Up for Butler Summer
Institute Presentation

Figure 8: Side by Side of Model Practice Painting and
Final Product
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Figure 9: Students Viewing the Gallery During Butler
Summer Institute Presentation

Figure 10: Reverse Side View of Hanging Installation at
The StorageSpace Art Gallery
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Figure 11: Final Product, Hanging Installation from A Front-View Perspective; Completed Installment at The
StorageSpace Art Gallery
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Figure 12: Myself, Olivia Heinecke, (Far Left) With Friends Who Attended the Opening Show at The
StorageSpace Art Gallery
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Appendix

Figure 13: Myself, Olivia Heinecke, (Far Right) Elaborating on The Concept Behind the Painting Series
Community Member Who Attended the Opening Show at The StorageSpace Art
Gallery
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Appendix

Figure 14:

; Hung at The StorageSpace Art Gallery

Figure 15: #3 and #4

; Hung at The StorageSpace Art Gallery

